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Abstract — Ferroelectric field-effect transistors (Fe-FETs)
with ferroelectric hafnium oxide (FE HfO2 ) as the gate insulator are being extensively explored as a promising device
candidate for non-volatile memory application. FE HfO2
exhibits long retention over ten years, high endurance over
1012 cycles, high speed with subnanosecond polarization
switching, and high remnant polarization of 10–30 µC/cm2 .
However, the performance of Fe-FETs is known to be much
worse than FE HfO2 capacitors, which is not completely
understood. In this work, we developed a comprehensive
Fe-FET model based on a charge balance framework. The
role of charge balance and the impact of leakage-assistswitching mechanism on the memory characteristics of
Fe-FETs with Metal/Ferroelectric/Dielectric/Semiconductor
(M/FE/DE/S) gate-stack is studied. It is found that the ferroelectric/dielectric (FE/DE) interface and DE layer instead of
FE layer is critical to determine the memory characteristics
of Fe-FETs, and experimental Fe-FETs can be well explained
by this model, where the discrepancy between FE capacitors
and Fe-FETs are successfully understood.
Index Terms — Charge balance, ferroelectric field-effect
transistor (Fe-FET), ferroelectric hafnium oxide (FE HfO2),
ferroelectric/dielectric (FE/DE) stack,

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

ERROELECTRIC field-effect transistors (Fe-FETs) with
ferroelectric hafnium oxide (FE HfO2 ) [1]–[7] as the
gate insulator are being extensively explored as a promising
device candidate for nonvolatile memory applications, such
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as 3-D NAND memory application [8]–[11] because of the
one-transistor configuration. The emerging of such tremendous
interest in FE HfO2 based Fe-FETs is because of the discovery
of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatible ferroelectricity in Si-doped HfO2 , hafnium zirconium
oxide (HZO), and so on. First, the fabrication process of
FE HfO2 is fully CMOS compatible. Its process based on
atomic layer deposition (ALD) also enables the capability for
3-D integration such as in the 3-D vertical NAND memory.
Second, the thickness of FE HfO2 can be scaled down to
sub-5 nm [12]–[14], so that the operation voltage of FE HfO2
devices can be as low as few volts, which is much smaller
than flash memory devices. The lateral dimension of FE HfO2
devices can also be scaled to advanced technology nodes due
to the ultrathin thickness [5], [6]. Third and more importantly,
FE HfO2 has a large coercive field (E C ) of ∼1 MV/cm, which
is about one–two orders of magnitude larger than conventional
FE materials, such as strontium bismuth tantalite (SBT) or
lead zirconium titanate (PZT), leading to a stronger immunity
to depolarization effect, so that more than ten-year retention
time is achieved on FE HfO2 based Fe-FETs [3], [15], [16].
Such long retention characteristics have overcome the major
obstacle of Fe-FETs based on conventional ferroelectric (FE)
materials. In addition, the polarization switching time of
FE HfO2 can be as low as sub-1 ns [3], [17]–[22], which
is limited by the lateral domain wall propagation, so that
Fe-FETs operate faster in smaller devices, which also contribute the fast operation of ultrascaled and high-density FE
HfO2 Fe-FETs based FE memories.
High-performance FE HfO2 based metal/FE/metal
(M/FE/M) capacitors have been demonstrated with long
retention over ten years [3], high endurance over 1012
cycles [23], high speed with subnanosecond polarization
switching [3], [17]–[22], and remnant polarization (PR )
of 10–30 μC/cm2 [14]. It is naturally expected that
Fe-FET with FE HfO2 as gate insulator would also have
a long retention time, high endurance, and large memory
window (MW) due to the long retention, high endurance,
and high E C and PR from FE HfO2 . However, FE HfO2
based Fe-FETs usually cannot achieve the high memory
performance predicted by the material properties of FE HfO2 .
In fact, endurance on the level of only 106 [5], [7], [17],
or below is commonly observed on Fe-FETs with an FE
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Fig. 1. (a) Charge and (b) potential distribution in M/FE/M capacitor
in polarization down state with no external electric field. (c) Charge
and (d) potential distribution in M/FE/M capacitor in polarization up state
with no external electric field. The depolarization field is induced by the
screening length in metal electrodes, which is usually negligible if FE
layer is thick.

HfO2 gate insulator. The MWs of Fe-FETs with an FE HfO2
gate insulator from literature reports also have very large
variations [24], something which is not fully understood.
Therefore, the electron transport mechanisms in Fe-FETs and
FE capacitors are fundamentally different. Some experimental
evidence suggests the dielectric (DE) layer may be related to
this phenomenon [25]. How to understand the discrepancy
between FE capacitors and Fe-FETs and how to improve the
MW and endurance of FE HfO2 based Fe-FETs are crucial
for FE HfO2 -based FE memory applications.
It is well known that FE HfO2 has a high PR of about
10–30 μC/cm2 [14], which is far above the maximum charge
density that can be supported by conventional insulators or
semiconductors. Such high PR leads to the accumulation of
interfacial charge at FE/DE interface in the gate-stack of a
Fe-FET [26]–[29], thereby charge balance can be achieved. All
memory characteristics of Fe-FETs, such as MW, retention,
endurance, speed, etc., are related to this fundamental polarization switching mechanism [28]. However, in the understanding
and modeling of Fe-FETs, the charge accumulation at FE/DE
interface is commonly ignored. In this work, we developed a
comprehensive Fe-FET model based on this charge balance
framework. The impact of charge balance and the leakageassist-switching mechanism on the memory characteristics
of Fe-FETs with Metal/FE/DE/Semiconductor (M/FE/DE/S)
gate-stack is studied. It is found that the FE/DE interface and
DE layer are critical to determining the memory characteristics
of Fe-FETs, and experimental Fe-FETs can be well explained
by this model. The new insights in this model can successfully understand the discrepancy between FE capacitors and
Fe-FETs.
II. D IFFERENCE B ETWEEN FE C APACITORS
AND F E -FET S
The different electron transport mechanisms in Fe-FETs
and FE capacitors are because of the different structures.
FE capacitors discussed here have an M/FE/M structure as
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shown in Fig. 1. Fe-FETs have a transistor structure, where
a DE layer, such as SiO2 , is usually necessary to improve
the interface quality, as shown in Fig. 2. The gate-stack here
is M/FE/DE/S structure. In an M/FE/M structure without
an external electric field (E-field), the charge and potential
distribution are determined by the FE polarization and the
charge distribution on the metal electrode due to the existence
of screening length, as shown in Fig. 1. The depolarization
field (E dep ) is the electric field across the FE layer [30].
In an ideal case, E dep is small due to the highly conductive
metal electrode, which is negligible if the FE layer is thick.
In an M/FE/DE/S structure without an external electric field,
the charge and potential distributions are determined by the FE
polarization and voltage drop across the DE layer and band
bending of the semiconductor. Voltage drop on metal electrode
here is negligible compared to on DE layer and semiconductor.
As a result, E dep in a Fe-FET is much larger than E dep in
an FE capacitor. Therefore, the FE capacitor has much better
retention characteristics than Fe-FETs. FE HfO2 has a large
E C so that E dep /E C is relatively small [16] even considering
the M/FE/DE/S structure, so that long retention characteristics
over ten years can still be achieved on FE HfO2 based
Fe-FETs.
Remnant polarization charge density in FE HfO2 is about
10–30 μC/cm2 . For M/FE/M structure, such high charge
density can be easily compensated by metal electrodes. However, on the M/FE/DE/S, charge balance conditions cannot
be satisfied in the ideal case [24], [28]. First, the DE layer
cannot support such high charge density without breakdown.
For example, the charge density in Al2 O3 at a breakdown
electric field is about 7 μC/cm2 . Second, the maximum
carrier density in common semiconductors is on the order of
1013 /cm2 , corresponding to a charge density of 1.6 μC/cm2 ,
which is far below the charge balance condition. In an
ideal case without considering FE/DE interfacial charge, and
because of the continuity of displacement field (D-field),
the displacement field in FE layer (DFE ) must be equal to
the displacement field in DE layer (DDE ), where
DFE = PFE +  FE E FE

(1)

DDE =  DE E DE .

(2)

So that
PFE +  FE E FE =  DE E DE .

(3)

Here, PFE is the polarization induced by ferroelectricity,
PFE = PR in full polarization condition. E FE and E DE are the
electric fields across the FE layer and DE layer, respectively.
Here, it is assumed for simplicity that there are no bulk traps
so that D-fields and E-fields are uniform across FE or DE
layer; the essential physics does not change if adding the
impact of bulk traps. Using SiO2 as DE layer and DE =
3.9, E DE can be estimated as about 30–90 MV/cm, which
is far above the breakdown electric field (E BD ) of SiO2 .
Therefore, to satisfy the charge balance condition, there must
be charge injection to the FE/DE interface as interfacial charge
(Q FEDE ) through a leakage-assist-switching mechanism during
the FE polarization switching process in Fe-FET, as shown in
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Fig. 2. (a) Charge distribution and (b) band diagram of M/FE/DE/S gatestack in polarization down state with no external electric field. (c) Charge
distribution and (d) band diagram of M/FE/DE/S gate-stack in polarization
up state with no external electric field. The depolarization field is induced
by the voltage drop across DE layer and band bending of semiconductor.
In (a) and (c), black ± represents the dielectric polarization charge, while
blue ± represents the FE polarization charge.

Fig. 2(a) and (c). Note that Q FEDE contributes to the reduction
of E dep as will be discussed in greater detail in Section III,
leading to the reduction of the voltage drop across FE, DE,
and semiconductor layers as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (d). The
continuity equation becomes
PFE +  FE E FE =  DE E DE + Q FEDE .

(4)

Thus, E DE below E BD can be achieved.
At DE and semiconductor interface, the continuity equation
becomes
 DE E DE = Q ch + Q sc + Q it

(5)

where Q ch is the channel carrier density, Q sc is the charge
density in the space charge region, and Q it is the interfacial
charge at DE and semiconductor interface. Therefore, to obtain
charge balance in Fe-FET in both polarization up and down
states, we need both negative charges and positive charges,
such as electrons and holes in the channel region for charge
balance, which may result in partial polarization switching in
the FE layer.
Therefore, the differences between FE capacitor and
Fe-FETs are mainly because charge balance in Fe-FETs cannot
be achieved without introducing nonideal interfacial charges.
III. I MPACT OF C HARGE B ALANCE
ON F E -FET O PERATION
In Section II, the necessity of introducing Q FEDE is discussed. In this section, we will further show by a simple
derivation that the memory characteristics of Fe-FETs considering FE/DE interfacial charge are fundamentally different
from without considering Q FEDE . Memory characteristics such
as MW, endurance, retention, etc., are determined by the DE
layer instead of the FE layer as commonly understood.

A. Memory Window
The MW of a Fe-FET is defined as the threshold voltage
(VT ) difference between polarization up and polarization down

states. The threshold voltage of a Fe-FET without considering FE polarization (VT 0 ) [31] is the same as conventional
metal-oxide-semiconductor FET (MOSFET), which can be
written as
√
4 S q N A  B
(6)
VT 0 = ms + 2 B +
Cox
where φms is the work function difference between metal
gate and semiconductor,  B is the Fermi level from intrinsic
Fermi level,  S is the dielectric constant of semiconductor,
N A is doping concentration, Cox is the oxide capacitance,
q is the elementary charge. Cox is the capacitance of the
FE layer (CFE ) and the capacitance of the DE layer (CDE )
connected in series. VT 0 may also depend on the substrate
voltage, channel thickness, etc., in a fully depleted device and
other device structures, but is only used as a reference VT
and does not affect the derivation on the equations of memory
characteristics.
If considering the FE polarization and FE/DE interfacial
charge, the threshold voltage of a Fe-FET is
PFE − Q FEDE
.
(7)
CFE
Here, PFE is the FE polarization and is positive in polarization up state, which may not reach full polarization to PR . The
interfacial charge at FE/DE interface (Q FEDE ) always has the
same sign as PFE due to a leakage-assist-switching mechanism.
The derivation of (7) follows the same procedure as VT with
the impact of oxide fixed charge in [31]. Therefore, assuming
a symmetric polarization switching, MW can be expressed as
(PFE here is the positive one)
VT = VT 0 +

2(PFE − Q FEDE )
.
(8)
CFE
In an ideal case without Q FEDE , if PFE = PR and Q FEDE
is 0, and assuming the thickness of FE layer (tFE ) is 10 nm
with FE of 20 and PR is 20 μC/cm2 , MW of a typical FE
HfO2 based Fe-FET is expected to be 22 V, which is too large
to be realistic. Therefore, Q FEDE has to be introduced in the
model of Fe-FET, which further confirms the validity of the
leakage-assist-switching mechanism.
To properly determine the Q FEDE , according to the continuity equation required by charge balance in (4), Q FEDE can be
approximately written as
MW =

Q FEDE = − DE E eff + PFE .

(9)

Here, FE polarization is fairly assumed to be much larger
than the DE components so that the DE components can be
ignored. E eff is the E DE at sufficiently high gate bias when
polarization switching is triggered.
According to the leakage assistant switching mechanism [28] in Fig. 3, the polarization switching process in
an FE/DE capacitor or Fe-FET can be described as follows.
Assuming initial FE polarization is up, to switch down the
FE polarization, a high positive voltage is required. At this
time, E FE is above the coercive field (E C ), so that the FE
polarization switching starts. During this process, the switched
polarization reaches a certain high value, so that E DE is high
enough that charge injection to FE/DE interface through DE
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Narrow bandgap materials such as Ge [20], [32] and Si may
be more suitable for Fe-FETs. AlGaN/GaN heterojunction,
where 2-D electron gas formed at its interface, is not suitable
for making a Fe-FET because no inversion hole or positive
charged layer from heavily doped ions can be formed to
support FE polarization switch in AlGaN/GaN heterojunction [24], [33].

Fig. 3. Leakage-assist-switching in an FE/DE stack in polarization
(a) down and (b) up states.

layer starts. This electric field is defined as E eff . To fully switch
the FE polarization (assuming PR of 10 μC/cm2 ) in the time
scale of 1 μs, the current density of the charge injection is on
the order of 10 A/cm2 . Such high current density is close to
the breakdown current density of a typical DE material such as
SiO2 or Al2 O3 . Therefore, E eff must be close to the breakdown
electric field of the DE layer, such as 10 MV/cm for SiO2 so
that E eff of 5 MV/cm is estimated. E eff may change according
to different materials and bulk trap density of the material. And
E eff can be regarded as an effective electric field that the DE
layer becomes leaky so that charge injection to the FE/DE
interface becomes possible. This E eff is related to the strength
of the DE layer and the degradation of the DE layer will result
in the reduction of E eff .
Therefore, considering (8) and (9), MW can be written as
MW = 2

 DE E eff
.
CFE

(10)

In this case, assuming tFE of 10 nm, DE of 3.9, FE of 20,
and E eff of 5 MV/cm, MW can be estimated as 2.0 V, which
is very close to the experimentally reported values.
The above discussions are based on the fact that PFE is larger
than DE E eff so that a leakage-assist-switching process must
exist. However, PFE may not always reach full polarization
or high polarization charge density. For example, if the gate
voltage is not high enough, only partial polarization switching
may be obtained, leading to a small MW. Note that to achieve
high PFE , both positive and negative charges are required
for charge balance according to (5). In the semiconductor
channel, high positive and negative charge density may not
exist together, so that full polarization switching may not be
achieved, which may also lead to a small MW.
In this case, if PFE is smaller than DE E eff , Q FEDE is 0 and
MW becomes
2PFE
.
(11)
MW =
CFE
Here, according to the above new insights, we want to
emphasize that there are two key points to achieve a large
MW on a Fe-FET. First, the quality of the DE layer is critical
to enhancing the MW. A low-quality interfacial layer may
lead to the diminishing of MW because the DE layer cannot
hold charge. Second, to have both high positive and negative
charge density, for example, high hole and electron density
in the semiconductor channel is important for charge balance.

B. Endurance
An important indication from the above model is to
understand the endurance characteristics of FE HfO2 -based
Fe-FETs. FE HfO2 -based M/FE/M capacitors have been
demonstrated with high endurance over 1012 cycles while
endurance on the level of only 106 or even below is commonly observed on Fe-FETs with FE HfO2 gate insulator.
This phenomenon can be successfully explained by the above
model. According to (10), MW of Fe-FET degrades during
the endurance measurement because E eff becomes smaller.
The physics of E eff degradation is simply because E eff by
definition is the electric field that DE layer becomes leaky so
that charge injection into FE/DE interface becomes possible.
Thus, E eff must be close to the breakdown electric field of the
DE layer. The multiple cycles of operation near breakdown
can easily make the DE layer leakier so that E eff becomes
smaller. This happens before the FE layer degrades. Therefore,
the endurance characteristic of a Fe-FET is determined by
the DE layer instead of the FE layer. This is fundamentally
different from an M/FE/M capacitor.
Therefore, to improve the endurance characteristics, there
are two possible approaches. First is to develop an FE thin film
with an FE polarization density of less than a few μC/cm2 ,
so that the DE layer does not operate near breakdown. For
example, CuInP2 S6 has a low PR of 2–4 μC/cm2 [34]. The
reduction of Hf composition in FE HZO can also reduce
the PR of the FE layer. The PR is also reduced rapidly
once FE HZO thickness is smaller than 4 nm [14]. However, to improve the endurance performance by reducing PR ,
the decrease of MW is unavoidable according to (11), which
also results in the reduction of E dep and the improvement of
retention performance. Therefore, to balance MW, retention
and endurance performance has to be considered in the design
of Fe-FETs. The second one is to develop Fe-FETs without
DE layer. The control of Dit becomes critical for this approach
because Dit may also screen the FE polarization which leads
to the reduction of MW and endurance performance. A backgate Fe-FET with oxide semiconductor channel [35]–[37] is
preferred since no native interfacial oxide layer is needed.
C. Retention
The retention characteristics are determined by E dep and
charge trapping across the DE layer, which both lead to the
drift of VT and loss of MW. More than ten years of retention
time has been successfully demonstrated on FE HfO2 -based
Fe-FETs. The high retention performance is also related to the
charge accumulation at FE/DE interface.
According to the definition of E dep (i.e., E dep tFE +
E DE tDE = 0), (4) and (9), and a M/FE/DE/M structure for
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simplicity of discussion, E dep can be written as
PFE − Q FEDE
FE
 FE +  DE ttDE
E eff
∼
=  FE
tFE .
 DE + tDE

E dep =

(12)

E dep

(13)

As we can see from (12), if assuming tFE of 10 nm, tDE
of 1 nm, DE of 3.9, FE of 20, and PR of 20 μC/cm2 ,
without considering Q FEDE , E dep is about 3.8 MV/cm, which
is above E C of FE HfO2 (∼1 MV/cm), and it is not stable.
If considering Q FEDE , according to (12b), E dep is 0.3 MV/cm,
which is below E C . To increase FE for higher DE constant
and increase the ratio of tFE and tDE can further reduce E dep
to improve the retention characteristics.

D. Impact of 2-D and 3-D Electrostatics
The above discussions are based on a 1-D model, but the
real Fe-FETs are planar devices with 2-D electrostatic potential
distribution or 3-D devices, such as FinFETs or gate-all-around
(GAA) FETs, with 3-D electrostatic potential distribution.
The impact of 2-D or 3-D electrostatics is crucial to Fe-FET
operation in certain device structures.
For example, in silicon Fe-FETs with an n-type channel
(p-doped), to switch down the FE polarization, a high positive
gate voltage is applied, so that an electron inversion layer is
formed. The high-density electron inversion layer terminates
the electric field so that the electrostatic potential distribution
is similar to the 1-D case like a M/FE/DE/M structure as
shown in Fig. 3(a). To switch up the FE polarization, a high
negative gate voltage is applied, so that a hole accumulation
layer is formed. The electrostatic potential distribution is also
similar to the 1-D case as shown in Fig. 3(b). Therefore,
if with both sufficient positive charges and negative charges,
Fe-FET operation can be well explained by the above 1-D
model.
However, if without the existence of both positive and
negative charges, such as a GaN Fe-FET [24], [33], [38]
with electrons formed at AlGaN/GaN polar semiconductor
interface, Fe-FET switching is not possible due to the lack of
holes. There is a large voltage drop across the semiconductor,
in this case, also resulting in an insufficient electric field
across the FE layer. This case was verified by numerical
simulation in [24]. Another example is in Fe-FETs with
floating body structure [35], [39], [40], there is no welldefined body potential. If without mobile electrons and holes
together, the electrostatic potential cannot be approximated as
1-D in the OFF-state, so FE polarization switching near the
source/drain region is much easier due to a stronger electric
field across the FE layer near the source drain. Thus, for FeFETs with floating body structures, the performance of short
channel devices is expected to be better than long channel
devices. Therefore, device scaling can contribute to improving
the memory performance of Fe-FETs.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed a comprehensive Fe-FET
model based on the charge balance framework. The impact of

charge balance and the leakage-assist-switching mechanism
on the memory characteristics of Fe-FETs with M/FE/DE/S
gate-stack is studied and the discrepancy between the memory
performance of FE capacitors and Fe-FETs are successfully
understood. It is found that the FE/DE interface and DE
layer are critical to determining the memory characteristics of
Fe-FETs. The MW, retention, and endurance characteristics of
FE HfO2 -based Fe-FET are determined by DE layer instead
of FE layer as usually understood.
To further improve the memory performance of Fe-FETs,
according to the new insights in this model, the following two
potential approaches are provided.
1) To reduce the remnant polarization of the FE layer down
to below a few μC/cm2 , so that FE operation does not
involve a leakage-assist-switching process. For example,
FE HZO with a reduced Hf composition or ultrathin FE
HZO.
2) To remove the DE layer and use a M/FE/S structure,
such as employing a back-gate Fe-FET with an oxide
semiconductor channel. But a high-quality FE and semiconductor interface is still needed in this case.
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